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Taken prisoner by this bashing clouting clan.  Jammed between  
Danny and John, the second and third boys with their shock  
white hair and flying fists.  Dragged through lanes and hedges 
into ponds and up trees for birds’ eggs.  Thrown into the gritty- 
eyed dawn for mushrooms as big as dinner plates and damsons 
for damson jam.  Put to work with sandpaper on rusting scrap- 
heap cars.  Flying over fields on the Honda Fifty, being chased 
by the mad dog.  The mad dog burying bones in your bed; 
hurling itself downstairs, sticking its head up women’s skirts. 
Dianne as look-out while we skinny dip in the River Weaver 
and once a water-rat swam between us.  Dianne goes to 
the Grammar; Billy crashed his Lambretta and then his Capri, 
went to Spain with his mates.   

Holidays on Shell Island - famous for its shells - : 
pitching into the air off dunes, racing the tide, screaming from  
cliff tops, hauling crabs from the sea on twine on pop bottles,  
diving into waves, digging a tunnel in the sand, me buried  
alive, recovering in the tent’s strange orange light listening to  
Day of The Triffids on the radio.   

Friday night with Woodpecker Cider watching the  
Hammer Horror film, falling asleep before the end.  Week-ends  
visiting family in terraced houses, everyone crowded into front  
rooms: our Jeannie, our Gracie, Mooch, Auntie Annie and her  
Ian.  The grown ups smoking as if their lives depended on it.   
The girls hitting as hard as the boys.  Auntie Alice’s and Uncle  
Eddie’s: their two lads playing Rolling Stones’ records upstairs,  
home-brew in every cupboard, under the sink, in the glory-hole,  
in the out-house, in the greenhouse, in the wardrobe  
- come and have a taste of this lad - brown ale, bitter, brandy,  
marrow rum.  Auntie Alice dolloping out steaming dinners  
that make your belly pop.   

Being altar boys on Sunday mornings, then Checkley  
for eggs and Cheshire Cheese from Len, his boots by the fire.   
Him talking slow, Edie – his sister - busy at the stove.  Home  
in Henry the big black car, tinned tomatoes on toast  
in front of the telly.   

Family parties at the drop of a hat: party cans and egg- 
rolls, trifles and crisps, hokey-cokeys and terrible dancing  
to Status Quo, Auntie Lizzie’s monologue.  Us boys trying  
for cool in market bought Ben Sherman’s, brogues and two- 
tone stay-press, reeking of Brüt; dancing with our cousins.   
Aunt Jane a little merry lifting her skirt up her leg and shouting  
look half a knicker.  Three-card brag and poker for pennies.   
Auntie Annie popping round next day on her moped for a chat.   

Pate, we call him that, loves watching The Onedin Line,  
building dreamboats in the garden, boozing in The Derby Arms  
(a room behind the shop).  Sometimes he takes us with him  
and tells stories about Australia, where Bill was born, where he drove  
oil tankers across the outback and didn’t see another soul for days,  
not even a mirage, fixed the pedal with a block of wood  
and fell asleep at the wheel.  Once he tried to tell us the facts of life,  
but couldn’t.  He reads Exchange and Mart and JT Edson books:   
A Town Called Yellow Dog, The Law of the Gun, A Horse Called Mogollon.   
He lies under old cars in the new clothes we’ve bought  
to smarten him up.He does what Besse tells him most of the time.   

Besse rules us all with a tongue of iron, hands out advice,  
dishes out justice, hands out love, fights for us all, watches the telly  
with a silver cat on her lap, drinks ginger wine and smokes menthol  
cigarettes, likes green and lets anyone in the house for a cup of tea.   
One day I’ll come home on leave and the taxi-driver will ask  
what is that place? 


